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1. Opening Remarks
Dear reader,
This year Youth Peace Initiative (YPI) celebrated
its fifth anniversary. In the past five years steps YPI
worked in order to realise ‘a world in which youth are
actively engaged in peace and reconciliation processes, contributing to achieving and maintaining sustainable peace, and are recognised and acknowledged
as such.’ With 2019 having come to an end, it is time
to focus on the five years to come in order to achieve
our goals. However, before doing so, this document
will reflect on the previous year.

itself. In addition, YPI facilitated various trainings in
order to develop the capacity and skill set of the delegation in order to support them in becoming young
leaders in their communities.

Up until December 2019 this first YLE delegation with
YPI’s facilitation has been dedicated as a group to
continue the dialogue in the Israeli/Palestinian region

Thed Brouwer
Chair

Next to our Israeli/Palestinian initiative, YPI has been
actively engaged with other likeminded organisations to search possibilities to start new initiatives
to achieve earlier mentioned vision. Together with
Youth for Peace (YfP), an organisation active in
Bosnia and Herzegovina, YPI is currently forming a
In 2019, YPI worked to ensure greater impact in curnew initiative. Next to this, YPI is working once more
rent and new initiatives. First, we have continued our
together with the United Network of Young Peaceefforts within the Israeli/Palestinian initiative by the
builders (UNOY) and the Carnegie Foundation Peace
launch of the so-called ‘Young Leadership Experience’ Palace in The Netherlands to organise the second
(YLE). After a reflection on our activities up until 2018 Youth Carnegie Peace Prize in 2020.
we developed a leadership programme for young Israelis and Palestinians interested in developing their
All in all 2019 has been a year in which YPI has made
leadership capabilities while engaging in dialogue
significant steps forward. This document entails an
and reconciliation activities. A new delegation, and
overview of the organised activities throughout 2019.
therefore the first YLE delegation, was recruited in
YPI wishes to express its sincere gratitude for the
February 2019. This new YLE delegation was involved confidence, trust, and support, which it has received
in various trust building and narrative sessions before from our donors and partners. Questions regarding
coming to The Netherlands to participate in YPI’s
the report are most welcome and can be e-mailed to
Middle East Peace Process (MEPP) conference of
info@youthpeaceinitiative.net.
2019. This week-long conference formed the basis of
On behalf of the board,
trust necessary for a year full of workshops, events
and dialogue sessions.
Yours Sincerely,
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2. Mission and vision
It is YPI’s belief that the current generation of young
adults is of utmost importance in implementing
sustainable peace processes. If any peace
agreements are to be reached in the near future,
youth should be involved. However, in many regions
of conflict, youth
are facing a future in which they will have to live
in the absence of any agreement. The absence of
offcial negotiations and the consequential loss of
hope for a solution could create for many a reason
to take (violent) action themselves.
Youth Peace Initiative believes in the power of youth
to be that new, young and positive voice to work
its way towards a common future. YPI believes
that youth should no longer be viewed as either
the victim or perpetrator of violence, rather, youth
should be seen
as positive and influential actors in the peace
process. Therefore, it is YPI’s objective to facilitate
reconciliation and dialogue between young adults
to ensure that they become involved in peace
processes. By facilitating meetings and trainings for
youth, YPI hopes to
facilitate youth in becoming open, hopeful, and
skilled future leaders in their communities. In
doing so, YPI and its participants are supported
and inspired by various international agreements,
amongst others are the Sustainable Development
Goal 16 and United Nations Resolution 2250 on
Youth Peace and Security.
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In order to work towards clear goals as a team,
represent the organisation and unite youth and
actors from various backgrounds, political views
and cultures, YPI carries out a clear vision and
mission.
Vision
YPI’s vision is a world in which youth are actively
engaged in peace and reconciliation processes,
contributing to achieving and maintaining
sustainable peace, and are recognised and
acknowledged as such.
Mission
Our mission is to facilitate dialogue, knowledge,
and capacity building initiatives that connect and
empower youth to be positive change makers who
advance sustainable peace.

General Objectives Multi-annual plan 2018-2020
Leading from our general vision and mission stated above, general objectives were decided upon for the
years 2018/2019/2020 as the course in which YPI will guide the organisation. These general objectives for
the following years are:

1.
		

Continue dialogue and reconciliation between Israeli and Palestinian youth, regardless of
any possible obstacles.

2.
		

Create a sustainable cycle for expanding the YPI network of participants, consisting of 		
three groups divided by age and experience and an activity committee.

3.
		

Enlarge the group of participants with a focus on diversity (political and social) for greater
legitimacy and support from the societies.

4.
		

Facilitate participants to create more outreach through projects in society such as 		
congresses, media performances, social media outreach, and focus group discussions.

5.
Promote the participants’ capacity to function as an advisory organ on the Middle East 		
		Peace Process.

6.

Enable YPI delegates to act as role models and to inspire other individuals.

A specification of these objectives can be found in the multi-annual proposal to the Netherlands Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, that was replied upon by the Grant Decision nr. 4000001176 on 16 February 2018.
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3. Our work: Israeli-Palestinian
Initiative
In our 2018 reporting we highlighted several
challenges that we were determined to overcome in
2019. The main challenge for the further development
of YPI’s Israeli/Palestinian programme was to keep
the delegations committed and motivated through
difficult times. In order to realise this goal YPI
developed the Young Leadership Experience.
3.1 New: Young Leadership Experience
As mentioned above, our main challenge was
to ensure the delegates remained committed
for the duration of one year. This is essential
for our own organisation and programming, but
perhaps more importantly, for our delegates. This
because commitment in the group and towards
the individuals in the group will ensure the trust
between one another resulting in meaningful
dialogue sessions, and therefore progresses their
personal development.
As such, we decided to explore ways in which we
could frame our activities in a way that clearly set
expectations and goals in line with YPI’s vision and
mission. Therefore, YPI asked its delegates to be
committed for a year-long programme resulting in
a more structured programme/curriculum. Through
analysing received feedback from former delegates
of past years and brainstorm sessions with the
general board the Young Leadership Experience
was created. The year-long programme focusing on
three pillars:
1.
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Increasing knowledge about the Israeli
Palestinianconflict, general conflict

resolution and peacebuilding, and various
narratives
2.

Strengthening the leadership capacities of
our delegates

3.

Engaging in dialogue to increase
understanding of each other and to build
common ground

While this still reflects the essence of YPI’s past work,
by structuring the programme more clearly, it has
given the 2019 delegates a better understanding of
what they can expect, and in return what is expected
of them as participants.
3.2 Recruitment of participants
A new delegation of 14 (7 Israelis and 7 Palestinians)
participants between the age of 18-29 was
recruited in the last months of 2018. The process
of recruiting new participants was challenging, but
successful. With regards the previous years, the
General Board decided work with an increase in
quantity for the first delegation of the YLE 2019.
Just as in the previous years, YPI was able to recruit
a diverse and promising group of young leaders.
Due to YPI’s growing network in the region even
more young professionals from the region applied
to the programme, making it harder to select a
delegation from a pool of promising young leaders.
The delegation was selected on the basis on their
CV’s, motivation letters, and since it was the first
time YPI started a year long programme, we also
interviewed selected applicants as well. This to
ensure commitment for the programme before
inviting them to join the new delegation.

In addition, in contrary to the previous year, YPI also
selected two coaches from previous delegations.
One Israeli and one Palestinian were selected and
ask to ‘coach’ the new YLE delegation in order
to get them acquainted with the programme
and guide them with their previous experiences.
This proved to be a great addition since they
functioned as mediators in their own respective
Israeli or Palestinian delegation. These coaches
were selected on the basis of shown motivation,
eagerness to make a change, and contribution in
previous YPI programmes.
Besides the Palestinians and Israelis, four
international participants from (post)conflict
countries (Bosnia, South-Africa, Cyprus and Armenia)
were invited too. This extra group of international
participants added a new layer to the conference.
Their objective was to exchange personal
experiences of living in a different (post)conflict
situation and talk about the positive possibilities
that youth could play in the advancement
of peace. The international delegates were selected
after a online vacancy on the basis of their CVs
motivations and conducted interviews.
3.3 The core of the programme
The Young Leadership Experience is a way for
young Israelis and Palestinians to develop develop
themselves on a personal and professional level
focused on peace and reconciliation. Throughout

the year delegates have the opportunity to be part of
a team of young leaders and participate in trainings,
dialogue sessions, and conferences.
The year is structured according to three phases:
1.

introduction and exploring

2.

the Middle East Peace Process Conference
in the Netherlands

3.

deepening acquired knowledge, developing
your leadership skills, and creating 		
outreach in the region itself

In the first phase, delegates start off by getting to
know each other and themselves. Delegates are
introduced to the other participants of the Young
Leadership Experience in several meetings with
their own delegation and with the entire team.
During these first meetings, they explore their areas
of development are, what they want to learn and
what they hope to achieve from this unique yearprogramme. In addition, they will learn to receive
feedback, to listen to each other, and to be open to
opinions and ideas that they might not experience in
the same way or agree with.
The second phase of the programme is the MEPP
conference, which took place in March 2019 in the
Netherlands. The goal of the conference is to get
to know each other on a deeper level and to start
to understand each other’s narratives, experiences
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and perspectives. This is further explained in the
next sections.
Following the conference period, the third phase
of the programme consists of two more weekend
conferences in the region and several meetings that
can include dialogue sessions on specific topics,
the organisation of events, or specific skill training
sessions.
3.4 Pre-conference meetings
As a preparation for the 2019 conference in
The Hague, several meetings in the region were
organised. Each delegation had three meetings
with their respective delegation in the region, the
so-called ‘individual’ meetings. The Palestinian
delegation was very motivated and asked the board
to plan an extra individual meeting to prepare for the
conference. In addition, they expressed this desire
for they encountered challenges due to different
understandings of national narratives. Furthermore,
two combined, or ‘shared’, meetings took place
between the Israeli and Palestinian delegations to
get to know one another before the conference in
the Netherlands.
In the first meeting in January 2019, a kick-off
meeting to introduce YPI and the Young Leadership
Experience was organized. Its aim was to set
expectations from the board,the delegation, and to
get to know each other. In the remaining individual
meetings topics such as the role of youth in
peacemaking, UN resolution 2250, and ‘national’

narratives were discussed.
During the two shared meetings the focus was on
getting to know the ‘other’ through creative activities.
During the first shared meeting the participants
received an art workshop and painted each other’s
portraits. Through this method observation was
encouraged, and a space was created to feel more
comfortable with one another. Furthermore, it would
allow for participants to look each other in the eye.
During the second shared meeting the delegates
worked on storytelling and bringing forward a
personal family stories by placing this event on a
timeline. Through this activity the delegates were
encouraged to listen and learn about each other’s
narratives through storytelling.
The meetings before the MEPP conference allowed
for the participants to better understand what
they could expect, and formed a good basis for
understanding during the conference.
3.5 Middle East Peace Process Conference 2019 in
The Hague
The Middle East Peace Process (MEPP) Conference
2019 took place from Sunday the 2nd of March
till Friday the 7th of March 2019 in The Hague.
The conference highly beneficial for the YLE as
a programme to build trust and understanding
between the Israeli and Palestinian participants.
The preparatory meetings in the region enabled
the participants to come to the conference with a
better understanding of its goals and expectations.
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In addition allowed them to get acquainted and
comfortable with each other before coming to
the Netherlands for the weeklong conference.
This proved to be highly beneficial bringing the
conference more capacity due to more engaged and
confident delegates.
MEPP Conference 2019 preparations
During the preparations YPI worked together with
an external mediator and facilitator. She helped
us to professionalise the conference by guiding
us through the design process and supporting the
board during the conference. In previous years,
external parties facilitated the dialogue sessions,
but it always proved difficult to find the right fit
for the group and the intentions of the board. YPI
strongly believes in ‘by youth for youth’. Therefore
the board took the full facilitation of the sessions
upon themselves with training and support from
Cristien. It was challenging at certain points, but
it proved to be very beneficial since it created a
stronger connection between the group and the
board creating a space of trust and openness.
MEPP conference 2019 set up
The conference was designed in three stages:
1.
Divergence
2.

Emergence

3.

Convergence

In the first stage, divergence, the focus is on breaking
the ice, creating a safe space, building trust and
learning skills. On the first day the group created
their own safe space principles for the rest of the
week, engaged in a theater workshop to break the
ice and listened to the stories of the international
participants. On the second day, the participants
developed new skills in a negotiation workshop.
Afterwards we paid a visit to the Peace Palace.
The second phase, emergence, requires the
participants to stretch their thinking to hold
and include other points of view, which can feel
challenging. This ‘groanzone’ is challenging for the
participants because they are stimulated to get out
of their comfort zone, but this is also the phase in
which the participants experienced most personal
and collective growth. The third and fourth day
were dedicated to extensive dialogues session.

The group started on the third day with sharing
their personal narratives, while carefully listening to
each other. They continued in the afternoon and the
following day with the identification of the pressing
issues for the group. The emergence reach a peak
on the fourth day but the foundations of the trustful
relationships that they had built in the previous days
proved to be resilient.
The third phase, convergence, is focused on action,
moving to decisions and outcomes and reflection
and evaluation. The fifth day, Mr. Marcel Smits from
the Institute of Economics and Peace presented the
Positive Peace Index to the group. He elaborated on
the eight pillars of positive peace that would serve
as an inspiration to the group in thinking of future
steps and action plans back in the region. This day
proved challenging since the group was not ready yet
to move into the convergence phase. So we created
a space for them to have more room for dialogue
on their pressing issues. After the workshop, the
group travelled to Nieuwspoort for lunch with Dutch
politicians of the Standing Committee on Foreign
Affairs of the Parliament and the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs.
On the last day the goal was to reflect on their
experiences and new insights they gained
throughout the conference. Building upon this, the
group decided on some specific actions and the
first steps that they would take in the region as part
of the YLE. The closing ceremony took place in the
Hague Humanity HubUB.
Participants to the MEPP Conference 2019
Besides the seven Palestinians and seven Israelis,
four international participants from (post-) conflict
countries (Serbia, Cyprus, Rwanda, and SouthAfrica) were invited too. Their objectivees wereas
to exchange personal experiences of living in a
different (post-)conflict situations, and talk about
the positive possibilities that youth could play in the
advancement of peace.
MEPP Conference 2019 conclusions and next steps
The Israeli, Palestinian, and other (post-) conflict
youth that took part in the conference seized this
opportunity to reach agreements and decide on
action plans. Through active listening and speaking
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with intention, in smaller groups and plenary
sessions, the group was able to overcome their
differences and find common ground to continue
their efforts.Their ideas have been put forward in
the document ‘Our Common Future IV’, which also
builds on earlier conference outcomes. The group
build a solid base on trust, mutual respect and
understanding to continue their efforts in the region
within the YLE.
3.6 Activities in the region after MEPP Conference
2019
Following the conference week in the Netherlands,
the Young Leadership Experience continued with
individual and collective meetings on several topics,
such as the role of the international community,
media and incitement, public speaking and
conveying messages. These topics were initiated
by the delegation and organized by the regional
and The Hague based programme coordinators. In
order to discuss some topics more intensively, and
to develop specific skills, and to allow for group
dynamics to be built continuingly, the delegation
expressed the desire to have meetings over the
duration of a weekend. Two of such ‘weekend
conferences’ took place, in June and November.
June conference in Haifa
From June 20th to 22nd a shared weekend meeting
was organised with the Young Leadership Experience
2020 Delegation in Haifa. The location was chosen
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to explore the idea of ‘shared living’ of different
communities in the city. There were several goals
set before the start of the weekend that we wanted
to achieve: planning the content and goals of the
future meetings through reflection exercises; going
deeper into the core topics the delegation wanted to
discuss through dialogue sessions; understanding
and experiencing the ideas of co-existence and
shared living by exploring Haifa with Beit Ha’gefen
through a walking tour and a workshop. During the
brainstorm sessions on the remainder of the year,
the most overlapping outcomes were related to the
value of another weekend conference, developing
leadership skills (eg. learning the ‘language’ of
those we would like to influence, sharing with our
communities), meeting with more ‘regular’ citizens
to hear more narratives and experiences, but also
meeting with more professionals/experts to learn
from and share with, and topics with environmental
aspects.
November Conference in Jaffa
As an outcome of the June conference in Haifa, an
additional weekend conference took place from 7-9
November in Jaffa. During this weekend there was
a lesser focus on dialogue, and a bigger focus on
narratives, culture and heritage. One way in which
the delegation expanded their knowledge, was
by means of a historical tour through the city of
Jaffa, which touched upon social topics such as
political developments, the idea of belonging, and

cultural identity. Another, more individual, way to
touch upon these topics was through a workshop
on interreligious dialogue. This was an activity
specifically requested by some members of the
delegation, and dealt with personal experiences on
religion, spirituality and its connection to the IsraeliPalestinian conflict. In addition, the delegation met
with the ambassadors and representative of the
Dutch representations in Israel and Palestine to
discuss the role of youth in reconciliation.
3.7 Alumni Network
It has been five years already since the first Israeli
and Palestinian participants joined Youth Peace
Initiative. At first, only a single conference was
organised in The Hague. However, after that intense
week in October 2014, it was agreed that:
“We, youth of the world’s regions in conflict, have
come to The Hague to put our differences behind
us and pursue a better future. We remember the
past, but choose not to remain captive to it. Instead,
we seek to move past the mistakes of previous
generations and to achieve peace together.”
Slowly but steadily, the YPI network of participants
continued and still continues to grow. YPI feels
the need to professionalise this pool of alumni to
keep alumni connected with one another and with
YPI. For the alumni themselves, it helps them to
build a professional network of young leaders that
are active within politics and business, which will
hopefully be of great use to their future careers.
For YPI, as an organisation it helps us to keep our
alumni connected, and alumni act as advocates of
our past and future activities, and will be able to
support YPI in giving workshops or personal advice
to future delegations within the Young Leadership
Experience.
The first steps have been made to strengthen YPI’s
alumni network. The first step was to reach out to
our previous participants to invite them to become
part of the official YPI alumni network. This entails
that as YPI alumni they are part of a network of
ambitious people working in various fields. They will
receive information regarding YPI’s activities, news,
external events, and (career) opportunities. They
will be invited to at least one informal event per year
for members of the YPI Alumni Network. This will
be a chance to reconnect with alumni you already
know, or to connect with new members. Each year
the new group that is generated by the YLE will be
integrated into the alumni network. The next step is

to develop and strengthen this network in becoming
a strong but flexible network of young leaders and
peace builders which allows an exchange of ideas,
resources and connections between the alumni, YPI
and external parties.
Setting up the YPI Think Tank weekends for alumni
The first ever YPI Think Tank weekend was set
to take place from 12-14 December. Due to the
denial of permits for the majority of Palestinian
participants the Think Tank has been postponed. An
alternative option was explored last-minute to move
the conference to Beit Jala. Unfortunately, this
was no longer a viable option for the participants,
and too short notice to organise, and therefore the
board decided that a later date would be selected to
ensure a successful weekend. The new date is set
in May 2020.
Nonetheless, YPI has developed vision and content
of the first the Think Tank. YPI has reached out
to other think tanks to receive feedback upon the
development of the YPI think tank. The YPI Think
Tank is established to provide a YPI-perspective
on issues that youth encounters in peace and
reconciliation processes. Twice a year, during a
YPI Think Tank weekend, the thinkers are invited
to define challenges, propose priorities, co-create
solutions, and develop synergies between all
stakeholders involved. Moreover, the weekends are
an opportunity to come together, share meals and
thoughts. Context analysis, debate, and dialogue
can culminate in an action list, policy brief, opinion
piece or set of recommendations.
YPI aims to organise two Think Tanks in 2020. This
year the focus will be on topics that are relevant to the
general society. In the future, YPI aims to generate
partnerships with NGO’s, private organisations, or
government bodies to deliver research from a youth
perspective upon request. This is one source of
funding YPI is currently exploring.
The topic of the first Think Tank weekend will be:
Youth-inclusive peace and reconciliation processes
with regards to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict,
inspired and based on the policy paper: “We are here:
An integrated approach to youth-inclusive peace
processes”. During this weekend the participants
will explore and discuss the current situation in
the region, identify the barriers and motivators and
develop a set of recommendations with regards to
youth involvement in the peace and reconciliation
process in the region.
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4. Organisational development
4.1 Strategy 2020-2024
2019 has been a year in which YPI also looked
forward to the years to come, and thus started
developing a multiannual strategy for the years 2020
to 2024 in order to develop, grow, professionalise
and become more sustainable as an organisation
as a whole. This strategy document is planned to
be released on YPI’s website in the first quarter of
2020.
4.2 Lessons learned and strategy for 2020
Where the programmes of the Israeli/Palestinian
Initiative have developed from a single conference
in 2015 with ad hoc dialogue activities into a Young
Leadership Experience with a growing alumni
network, we have reflected upon the challenges
participants face within the programmes(external),
as well as the challenges YPI as an organisation is
facing (internal).
Board update: new members
YPI started, and still is, an organisation which is run
by students and young professionals on a voluntary
basis. YPI always aims to create a balanced, solid,
and sustainable organisational foundation through
its board members in both the Netherlands as well
as in the region.
The board in the Netherlands remained more or less
the same in the course of 2019, resulting in the fact
that 2019 was an excellent year for YPI’s General
Board to get more experienced a divide tasks even
better.
In 2019 Joep Kies, former Programme Coordinator
in the region, moved back to the Netherlands where
he now is an active General Board member working
on the Israeli/Palestinian initiative together with
the regional team. Late 2019, Esther Grisnich, a
YPI board member from YPI’s founding, decided to
pursue her goals to work in another country. .
YPI has therefore been expanding in the region
by hiring new enthusiastic volunteers which work
together with our Netherlands based team on the
regional programme. In 2019 the board welcomed
a new Programme Coordinator in the region
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to strengthen the team. This new Programme
Coordinator has plenty of experience of living
and working in the region, making our newest
team addition well equipped with knowledge and
experience in order to co-organise and set-up the
YLE 2019 and 2020. Furthermore, YPI is creating a
new vacancy for programme coordinator in order to
strengthen our team even more in 2020.
Board support: YPI Alumni become ‘coaches’ to the
new delegates
To support the YPI programme coordinators,
two YPI alumni are appointed as ‘coach’ to the
delegations. The ‘coaches’ attend the meetings
and conferences on a voluntary basis. Their role
brings value to the programme for three reasons.
First, their support helps to spread the workload of
the YPI Programme Coordinators. Secondly, their
support during meetings and the MEPP conference
helps the new delegations with feeling comfortable.
The new delegations are able to ask the coaches
questions about their own experiences, and the
coaches are people the delegates can confide in.
Finally, an important part of YPI’s programme is also
the leadership role participants take. The coaches
are also able to focus on their personal development
for a year. They strengthen their capacity to lead a
group, and gain confidence in the positive impact
they can have in their communities.
Board training: dialouge, facilitation and mediation
The Art of Hosting is an approach to leadership
that scales up from the personal to the systemic
using personal practice, dialogue, facilitation and
the co-creation of innovation to address complex
challenges. The YPI board received training from
the organization Learning4Transformation, to be
able to facilitate sessions during conferences and
workshops. Instead of hiring (sometimes expensive)
external parties, YPI learns to host sessions by
ourselves.
Mitigating the risks of working in a conflict affected
setting
YPI is aware of all external challenges working in
a conflict region might bring. One of the biggest

challenges is facing is ensuring our delegation
the permits to join activities and conferences in
the various areas in the region. The unsure permit
process is an unstable process which can have a
tremendous effect in the organisation as well as
on the commitment of our delegates. In order to
mitigate the external risks that may be present in
conflict regions, such as the permit process, YPI has
to maintain close contact with NRO. Furthermore,
YPI plans to organise more meetings in the
Palestinian Territories to decrease the impact of not
receiving permits.
Another way that risks are mitigated of external
factors related to the conflict, is planning far ahead
and determining alternative dates beforehand that
can be used in the case of escalation in the region.
Now that YPI’s team in the region is growing, we will
be able to monitor the region better and prepare for
any challenges that working in a conflict affected
setting might bring. We believe that transparency is
the key- it is for this reason that the team in the region
is in close contact with all delegates to mitigate any
potential challenges and disappointments.
Overall, YPI is very determined to bring these future
young leaders in the region together. Regardless

of any difficulties, be it internal or external. The
participants of the initiative are devoted to enhance
their participation in the peace process, and so is
YPI’s commitment to do so.
Financial prospects: dversifying funds
One of YPI’s general priorities is the diversification
of funding for both organisational and programme
needs in order to generate a sustainable and resilient
youth organisation. In the past years the focus of
our fundraising has been on institutional funding,
specifically, for the Israeli/Palestinian initiative, and
ad hoc funding for new project proposals.
Our goal in the coming five years is to diversify the
funding over various sources. In addition, the goal
is to generate funding for general operations of the
organisation.
Specifically related to the Israeli/Palestinian
initiative this means that we will continue to seek
partnerships with organisations with similar goals
in the geographic region for both financial support
as well as support through resources, such as
experts, locations, and combined networks. We are
also seeking for additional institutional donors to
support YPI’s long-term funding.
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5. Financial report
In 2019 YPI worked to sustain, develop,
professionalise, and expand the platform for
reconciliation and dialogue.

to the Israeli/Palestinian initiative. Other projects
such as the Youth Carnegie Peace Prize, have been
financed through other sources of funding.

In order to finance our activities in 2019, YPI applied
for financial support through the Netherlands
Ministry of Foreign Affair, private foundations,
regular donations (Friends of YPI).

For this official audit YPI requested the services of
NAHV Accountants.

The grant provision of the Netherlands Ministry of
Foreign Affairs has solely been used with regard

Name of organisation		
Stichting Youth Peace Initiative
Address			
Fluwelen Burgwal 58, 2511CJ, The Hague (Humanity Hub)
					
Bank name			
ING Bank N.V.
Branch address			
Schuttersveld 18, 2316 ZC Leiden
Bank account number		
0006436666
Bank account name		
Youth Peace Initiative
Swift code			INGBL2A
IBAN number			NL26INGB0006436666
Chamber of Commerce		
60287969
PBO (ANBI) number		
853845190
Aims of organisation		
To involve young people in international peace issues and to
				
do anything that is directly or indirectly related thereto and
					
conducive to that cause in its broadest sense. YPI seeks to
					
achieve its objective, inter alia, by organising (international)
					meetings.
Personnel capacity		8
Organisation			
Mr. T. Brouwer – Chair
					
Mr. J. Van Velzen – Secretary
					Ms. B. Horbeek – Treasurer
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Assets 2019
Source

End of term 31-12-2018

End of term 31-12-2019

€115.426

€97.496

€41

€41

Transaction account 1

Savings account
Recievables, prepayements and accrued
income

€8.041

Total

€115.467

€105.578

End of term 31-12-2018

End of term 31-12-2019

€113.963

€98.124

€1.504

€7.454

€115.467

€105.578

Liabillities 2019
Source
Current liabillities

€

Reserves
Total
Income and expenses 2019
Source

Income

Source

Funds

€103.121

Direct costs

€66.273

Crowdfunding

€950

Indirect costs

€31.848

Results

Total

€104.071

Expenses

€5.950

€104.071
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Annex 2: Our Common Future IV

Our Common
Future IV
Paving the Road to
Sustainable Peace
Conference March 2019
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